VASSILIS PANAGIOTOU
VFX ARTIST & COMPOSITOR
Athens, GR vassilis.panagiotou@gmail.com +30 6947427433 vassilispanagiotou.gr

OVERVIEW
I’m a visual effects artist from Greece currently residing in Athens, GR.
I gratuated from an intense course at the escape studios in London where i specialized in
visual effects. Currently i’m working in the creative department of the Antenna TV and at the
same time on various projects for many high profile postproduction houses in Greece such as
STEFI, Filmiki, Imagina, etc.

SKILLS
Proficient in :

Workable Knowledge of :

Autodesk Maya
After Effects
PF track
Boujou
Photoshop

Autodesk 3d’s max
Cinema 4d
Realflow
Krakatoa

EXPERIENCE
Antenna TV
I’m currently working there as a 3D generalist and compositor on various projects such as
greek tv series and shows, graphics for the whole packaging of the station, ads and other
stuff. The deadlines are very strict but with the help of the whole department we manage
to bring the best possible result.
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EXPERIENCE

CONTINUED

STEFI Filmiki Magicon (Production Companies)
The last two years I’m mostly working as a freelancer for ads and music videoclips.
My role is not specific as i’m basically helping with everything that is going to be needed in
order to achieve the best possible outcome. From the usage of compositing to the creation
of complex particle systems.

Kay and Gee Productions (November 2012 - July 2013)
My role there was to do compositing work and motion graphics for ads and creating
realistic sceneries for tv shows.

Future arts Productions (October 2011 - September 2012)
That was the first job that i managed to land here in Greece after the end of the courses
at the escape studios. I worked as a junior vfx artist on various projects, mostly for web ads
and videoclips.

EDUCATION
Escape Studios London ( 2010 - 2011)
Advanced 3D for visual effects.

Intergraphics Athens,GR ( 2008 - 2010)
Compositing for visual effects.

